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Each player can choose a reindeer name from the set of flashcards

(below)

Players stand side by side on a line called 'The North Pole'

One person is Santa. Santa stand in the middle of the play area facing

the reindeer.

Santa calls the name of a reindeer (e.g. "Dasher"). All reindeer by that

name gallop to the end of the play area, while Santa tries to tag them

All players tagged stay in the middle to help Santa

The last reindeer left wins!
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CHRISTMAS COLOURING IN
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3D CHRISTMAS GIFT

Step 1: Colour in the template to

look like a Christmas gift

Step 2: Cut out the shape

Step 3: Fold along the lines

Step 4: Tuck and glue the grey

tabs inside the cube

Make your own 3D Christmas gift using the template on the next page.

CHRISTMAS DANCE OFF!
Have a competition with your friends or family.

 

Put on some Christmas music and see who has the best dance moves!

Rockin' Around the Christmas Tree

Jingle Bell Rock

Santa Claus is Coming  to Town

Here's some song ideas:

 

How do
snowmen get

around?
They ride an

icicle
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What did one
snowman say

to the other?
"Do you smell

carrots?"

DONATE AND DE-CLUTTER
Clean out extra and lightly used toys, jackets, blankets to donate.

The toys that you no longer play with could be what makes

Christmas special for another child.

Your jackets and blankets that you no longer use can bring

warmth and comfort to someone else.

KIWI FRUIT
CHRISTMAS TREE

18 small Kiwi Fruit 

1 punnet of strawberries

Peel and slice kiwi fruit into discs,                 

 reserving some skin for the tree trunk

Arrange kiwi fruit in the shape of a              

 Christmas tree on a platter

Place kiwi skin as shown, to form the                     

 tree trunk

Cut the 'pointy' end of strawberries to form        

 mini decorations for the tree

Use the leafy top of a strawberry to make              

 the crowning star for the tree

You will need:

Directions:

Find the full recipe here.
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http://www.desireempire.com/2014/12/kiwi-fruit-and-strawberry-christmas.html


Materials: 

Poster board, crayons, paint or markers, large marshmallows, plastic

wrap, tape for tossing line.

SNOWBALL TOSS GAME

Draw a VERY LARGE Christmas tree on the poster board;

decorate and colour the tree.

Glue or staple the poster board to a piece of cardboard          

 and cut 4 round circle holes of various sizes in the tree.                       

You’ll throw the snowball through these holes.

To make the snowballs, wrap 3-5 marshmallows in              

 plastic wrap and tie or tape it to hold it together.

Prop the tree up and mark a line on the floor at                        

 the desired distance from the tree.

Playing the Game: Players take turns standing behind the line

and try to toss the “snowballs” through a hole on the tree board.

Keep score by counting the snowballs successfully tossed

through a hole or by assigning a point value to each hole. The

smaller the hole, the more points earned.

Instructions:

What do you
get if you
cross Santa

with a duck?
A Christmas

Quacker!
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3D CHRISTMAS TREE

Step 1: Colour in and the template to look

like a Christmas tree

Make your own 3D Christmas gift using the

template on the next page.

RUDOLPH CELERY STICKS

Celery

Cranberries or red MnMs

Pretzels

Peanut butter/Nutella

Candy eyes

You will need:

Who hides in
the bakery at

Christmas?
A mince spy

Cut celery 3-4 inches long. Fill with peanut butter or Nutella

Break pretzels in half and place near top of celery to look like

antlers

Add 2 eyes and a cranberry/MnM for the nose

Directions:

Find the full recipe here.

Step 2: Cut around the outline of the tree,

and cut slits where the lines are on the tree

Step 3: Slot the bottom half of one tree onto

the top half of the other
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CHRISTMAS YOGA
Click on the laptop to follow

along with a Christmas

yoga video!

(Or search 'Cosmic Kids Yoga

Adventure' on Youtube)

CHRISTMAS WORK OUT
Click on the laptop to

follow along with a

Christmas workout video!

(Or search 'The ELF Christmas

Workout' on Youtube)

CHRISTMAS DANCES
Click on the laptop to

follow along with a

Christmas dance video!

(Or search 'Christmas Dance

Songs with Easy

Choreography' on Youtube)

10.

https://youtu.be/pMeKIAEpWxw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R82EBGYm9fw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSe7LNcjvH4


'NAUGHTY OR NICE' 
FOOD GROUPS

Were you naughty or nice this year? Show Santa that you were

good this year and ate foods from each of the food groups. 

Circle the 'nice' foods, and cross out the 'naughty' foods.
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Take top/leaves off strawberries

Slice a second small slice from top of strawberries

Slice banana into discs

Spread one side of banana with ricotta cheese

Place the strawberry slices on a plate, add one slice of banana on

top of each strawberry slice, cheese side down

Place the remaining part of the strawberry on top as the hat

Take the black icing and add 2 dots on the edge of the banana slice

to look like eyes

Directions:

Find the full recipe here.

12 strawberries

1 banana

1/4 cup ricotta cheese                            

 (Or alternative: cottage cheese,     

 cream cheese, coconut yoghurt)

Black icing pen

You will need:

STRAWBERRY SANTAS

CHRISTMAS BOOK MARKS
Using Christmas colours, colour in the bookmarks  

 provided on the next page

Cut out the bookmarks along the dotted lines

Optional: Paste bookmarks onto carboard

What do
Santa's Little
Helpers learn

at school?
The elf-abet!
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https://mykidslickthebowl.com/healthy-strawberry-santas/
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